
Sunday 28th February 2016 

Waltham Sunday League Division One Match at the Edmonton Sports & Social Club (Pitch 5) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.37.a.m. (Numerous players late) 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............2 CHESHUNT TOWN .................... 8 Half-Time: 1-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Simon JACKSON   

10 RB Terry MOORE   

17 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Alan BARNARD   

18 LB Martin CRUICKSHANK   

9 RM Eric IBEKWEM OFF (Inj.) 24  

16 CM Tyronne PETRIE (Captain)   

14 CM Daniel CASCOE   

11 LM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY  22 Mins. 

15 CF Jack BANGS OFF 66 56 Mins. 

7 CF Tem ADIL   

SUBSTITUTES 

8 RM Bruce SCOTT ON 24  

19 CF Lexton HARRISON ON 66  

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: Lexton Harrison / Eric Ibekwem 

ATTENDANCE: 5 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 8 

REFEREE: Ian Fairclough REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Simon Jackson (Foul...50 Mins.), Damien Evans (Cheshunt Town...Dissent...69 Mins.) SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mainly cloudy with freezing cold strong blustery wind down pitch. (Against us Second Half) 

STATE OF PITCH: Flat with grass cut but soft churned-up patches here and there. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (8 Players)  Stephen Roussety (GK) (Working), Gavin Mardell (Away), Daniel Daley (Man United v Arsenal),  

Hal Ozkan (Working), Chris Akinrele (Marathon Training), Sam Benjamin (Away), George Stahlmann (In Torquay)  

 Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Grant Baker (GK) (Food Poisoning) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-2):  1. Taylor Stubley (GK); 17. Damien Evans (RB), 5. Grant Cole (CH), 6. Ross Pratchett (CH),  

-. Chris Seeney (LB); 11. Bill Rook (RM), 8. Alex Dutton (CM...Captain), -. Jonathan Wright (CM), -. Quaid Lawrence (LM);  

9. James Emmons (CF), 10. Jordan Stubley (CF) Sub.:  -. Josh Newmarch (On for Rook...60 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Emmons (35, 41, 66, 75 Mins.), J.Stubley (51 (Pen.), 80 Mins.), Lawrence (60 Mins.), Cole (86 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

This was our first Home game since the 15th November due to week after week of waterlogged pitches, but it ended up being anything but 

'Home Sweet Home' due to yet another goalkeeping problem, which is something we have frequently suffered from for the last two seasons. 

Steve Roussety had been given a game the week before with first-choice Grant Baker being available for this match as we concentrated on 

being fair to everybody in our remaining League fixtures with nothing at stake. However, with Steve deciding to work as he was 'not needed', 

Grant then dropped out with 'food poisoning' at 3.00.am on the morning of the match, meaning we had to call up the unprepared and badly 

unfit Simon Jackson out of retirement to go in goal yet again so that an outfield player wasn't unfairly lumbered with doing the job. In a 

closely-contested first 20 minutes though, Jacko didn't have much to do at all and it was us who took the lead when Leon McKenzie-McKay 

scrambled the ball in at the near post from Tem Adil's low cross. However, things then started going wrong in the 24th minute when Eric 

Ibekwem hobbled off with a hamstring injury, then in the 35th minute, Jacko tried to keep an overhit through ball in play by diving on it, 

only for the ball to squirm out of his hands and allow James Emmons to equalise with a tap-in into an empty net while most of our defenders 

backs were turned facing downfield waiting for Jacko's drop-kick to be launched ! When Cheshunt Town went 2-1 into the lead after 41 

minutes though from another sidefooted finish from Emmons, it was down to dreadful defending as Ivan Bass inexplicably backed off and just 

let him shoot. We therefore came off at Half-Time 2-1 down when we had actually been the better side on the balance of play after creating 

several chances ourselves, and after a good team-talk we were confident of pulling back the deficit like we had against them in our 4-4 draw 

the week before. However, Jacko then had another one of his mad moments five minutes into the Second Half when he rushed out of his goal 

to chop down Quaid Lawrence for a booking and an obvious penalty which Jordan Stubley despatched easily to make it 3-1, and although Jack 

Bangs pulled a goal back to make it 3-2 with a good finish from 12 yards five minutes later, Lawrence soon restored Cheshunt's two-goal 

advantage in the 60th minute, albeit from Jacko allowing his weak shot to trickle in straight through his legs ! Not surprisingly our heads 

went down badly after that, while Cheshunt Town's players were full of confidence with Emmons completing his hat-trick to make it 5-2 with 

a mis-hit shot in the 65th minute that Jacko left because he thought it was going over the bar. Emmons then drilled in his fourth of the 

match to make it 6-2 in the 75th minute after Terry Moore missed the ball from a long throw-in, then Jordan Stubley tapped in his second 

and his side's 7th goal in the 80th minute after three of their players had given our 'knackered' back four the runaround. The scoring was then 

completed in the 86th minute by defender Grant Cole from a scramble in the area to make it 8-2 in what was our heaviest defeat for three 

years...and against a team we are due to be playing in a Cup Semi-Final in two weeks' time !                                         LAURENCE HUGHES 


